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A phenomenological treatment is given of 1:--hyperon capture by deuterons with formation 
of A0 -particles. A study of the polarization correlation of the strange particles yields in
formation on the polarization of the 1:--hyperon. 

A phenomenological study of 1:--hyperon capture 
by protons was recently given by Pais and Treiman.1 

The process is of interest for determination of the 
relative parity of A and 1: particles and for de
termination of the degree of polarization of the 1: 
particle using the decay process as analyzer. (As 
is well known, experiments on the "up-down" asym
metry coefficient in the associated production proc
ess give drastically different results for A and 1: 
particles which makes a determination of 1: polari
zation important. ) 

In this note we consider the capture of a polar
ized 1:- hyperon by a deuteron 

(1) 

We assume that the spin of A and 1: particles is 
% . A quantitative study of this process indicates 
that it is of definite interest as a source of addi
tional information on the question of the degree of 
polarization of the 1:- particle. 

We investigated the capture process in the im
pulse approximation (cf., e.g., references 2 and 3). 
In this approximation the amplitude for the process 
has the form 4 

(2) 

where the index 1 refers to the strange particles, 
and 2 and 3 refer to the nucleons composing the 
deuteron; 

Ju = ~ 'Yt (rb r2, r3) 'Fi (r~> r2, r3) o (r1- r1) dr 1dr2tir~ 

(l = 2,3), 

Wi and 'ltf are the initial and final wave functions 
of the three particle system; and T is the ampli
tude introduced by Pais and Treiman, for 1:--hy
peron capture by a proton. 

Proceeding in a manner analogous to that of ref
erence 4 we find the following formula for the po
larization of the A particle produced in the cap
ture of a polarized 1:- hyperon by a deuteron: 
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RdPA = + { JF-1 2 Sp [lit (2, 3) T (I ,2) ?~ IIt (2, 3) r+ (I, 2) od 

+ i p+ i2 Sp [H.(2, 3) T (I, 2)pl: I1t(2, 3) T+ (I, 2) od}. (3) 

Here the trace is over the spin variables of all 
three particles, P1: = [ 1 + P1: • uiJ/2 is the spin 
density matrix of 1:- particles of polarization P1:, 

<I>g is the wave function of two neutrons with rela
tive momentum g, <i>d is the deuteron wave func
tion, 2K is the momentum transferred to the nu
cleons; 

Rd = ~ {lri 2 Sp[IIt(2,3)T(l,2)pl:II1 (2,3)T+ (1,2)] 

+I p+ I2 SplTI.(2, 3) T (1, 2) Pl:IIt (2, 3) y+ (I, 2)]}. (4) 

As in reference 1, it is easy to obtain the following 
relation between p A and P1:: 

(5) 

where N is a unit vector in the direction of motion 
of the A particle. 

The values of Rd, a and {3 are determined by 
the type of transition from the initial to the final 
state and depend on the dynamics of the 1:--proton 
interaction leading to capture. we· shall consider 
the various transition types separately. 

1. S - S Transition 

In this case the amplitude for 1:- capture by a 
proton has the form 

(6) 

where a1 and a2 are the amplitudes for the tran
sitions 3S1 - 3S1 and 1S0 - 1S0 of the strange 
particle-nucleon system respectively (we use 
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standard spectroscopic notation). 
Rd, a, and {3 are given by the following ex

pressions: 

Rd = ~ {( 111 a112 + 3/ a2l 2 + 2Re a1a;) I r1 2 

+ (la1l 2 +I a2l2 -2 Rea1a;)! r 12}, (7a) 

~ = 0. (7c) 

For K ~ 0 (i.e., for small momentum transfer to 
the nucleons) one has F- ~ 0 and PA = -Pl: /3, 
independent of any assumption about the coherence 
or incoherence of the states with a1 and a2• 

Consequently, in this- case it is possible to ob
tain definite information about the l:- polarization 
by studying the asymmetry in the A -decay for both 
the instance where the l:- was captured from the 
continuum and where it came from an S -orbit. 

In the case of capture by protons the inequality 
p A :s % Pl: is obtained only for transitions from 
S -orbits.1 

2. S- P Transitions 

T = (3/2)'"b1 N·S + y3b2N·S'Ilt + baN·S'lls, 

where 

bh b2 and b3 are the amplitudes for the transi
tions 3S1- 3P1, 3s1 - 1P 1 and 1s0 - 3P 0 respec
tively. 

Rd =~{(51 b1/2+ f I b2/2 + f I b3/ 2 + y2Re b1b; 

+ Vi Reb1b; + :a Re b2b; J I p-12 

+ (1 b1 !2 + j i b2J 2 + {ibsi2 

- y2 Reb1b;- yj He b1b;- vi Re b2b;) j p+ 12} ,(Sa) 

+5V2 Re b1b; + 5 V f Re b1b; 

-r- 1/i Re b2b; ) ! rj 2 + (I b1 12 + -} I h2! 2 -f: ! I b3 l2 

-V2Reb1b;- yjReb1b3•+ yj Heb2b;)JPI2}, 
(8b) 

~ = ~ { ( 3J b1 12+ ~I b2/ 2 + {; I ba/2 

+ 3 y2Reb1b;+ y6Re b1b; + V:, Re b2b; ) i p-/2 

+ (- ~ I b2l2 - {; ! ba/ 2 + J3 Re b2b; ) I p+ /2 } • (8c) 

Let us again consider the case K ~ 0 ( experi
mentally this corresponds to the observation of a 
A particle with energy larger than a given E0 ). 

If the l:- particle is captured from a discrete 
level the interference terms b1bl and b2bl van
ish.1 In addition, if the amplitude b1 of the tran
sition 3s1 - 3P 1 dominates the others the simple 
expression p A ~ Pl: results. In the case when 
the amplitude b2 or b3 (or both) 

PA = 1/sPE- 2fa (pr,•N) N 

is obtained. 

3. P- S Transition 

In this case the amplitude T has the same form 
as for S - P transitions with the unit vector N 
replaced by the unit vector n in the direction of 
the relative momentum of the ( l:- -p) system. In 
the final expressions for Rd , a and {3 an aver
age over n was performed. 

Rd = { {(s1c1l 2 + j j cd + j !csl2 + lf2Heclc; 

+ Yi Rec1c; + vi He c~c;) 1 p-1 2 

+ ( I c1l2 + ! I c2/ 2 + fg I Cal 2 - y2 Re c1c; 

- -,/1 He c1c; + ~ V3 He c2c; ) I p+ /2} 'r (9b) 

~ =0. (9c) 

Here cl> c2, c3 are transition amplitudes for 
3p 1 - 3s1> 1P 1 - 3s1 and 3P 0 - 1s0 respectively 
of the (l:--p) system. 

Considering again the case K ~ 0 and taking 
into account the fact that all three amplitudes c1, 
c2,. and c3 are incoherent (i.e., all interference 
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terms vanish), we obtain the inequality 

1/9Pl:..::;;: PA..::;;: p~. 

The limiting value PA ~ Pl: occurs when the 
amplitude c1 dominates the others; the other lim
iting value p A ~ Y9 Pl: is obtained when one of the 
amplitudes c2, c3 is dominant. 

As was to be expected, these results could be 
obtained by averaging the equalities found in sec
tion 2. 

4. P - P Transitions* 

T = (3/4)'/, {{d1 [4N·nlit -- 3iS·[Nxn]- (n·S) (N·S)] 

+ ddiS [Nx n] + (n·S) (N ·S)] + lf2iS' ·[N•n] (d3 H1 + d4 IIs) 

+ 2ds (N·n)IIs+ id6 [(N·n) TI1 - (n·S) (N·S)]}. 

The amplitudes d1, d2, d3, d4, d5 and d6 
refer to the transitions 3p 2 - 3P 2, 3p1 - 3p1, 

3p1 7 1p1> 1p1- 3pt> 1p1- 1p1 and 3po- 3po 

respectively of the ( l:- -p) system. 
If the conditions for. incoherence are satisfied 

we obtain (after averaging over n): 

Rd =~{(~I drl 2 + ¥I dzl 2 -1- 3 (i dal 2 +I d4[ 2 + 1 d5 l2) 

+ I d 12 + ~ R d d*) I p-' 2 s, 3 e z ·a I 

+- ( ~ i d1 12 + ~ I d2 1 2 + I dai 2 + I d41 2 + ! dsl 2 

+ ~ I d 12 - v~ Re d. d* ) I p+ 12 \ 3 6 3 ~ ;{ J ' (lOa) 

*There are a number of misprints in reference 1. This is 
true in particular of formulas (7) and (9) and of the form of the 
P -> P amplitude. 

(lOb) 

.-L(-!ildl2_j_51d/2 11 2 ' 06 1 ' 4 2 ·I-- 2 da) 

+}ld4/ 2 + *Jd6 l 2 +~2 Red2d;)if+J 2}. (lOc) 

In conclusion the authors thank Prof. G. R. 
Khutsishvili for useful discussions and advice. 

Note added in proof (November 24, 1958). The 
amplitudes of Pais and Treiman1 characterize the 
transition of tJ;e strange particle-nucleon system. 
On the other hand in the deuteron case it is neces
sary to consider transitions of the system strange 
particle - two nucleons. However it is clear that 
for K ~ 0 the two definitions coincide. 
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